The polarization anisotropy of vibrational quantum beats in resonant pump-probe experiments: Diagrammatic calculations for square symmetric molecules.
By analogy to the Raman depolarization ratio, vibrational quantum beats in pump-probe experiments depend on the relative pump and probe laser beam polarizations in a way that reflects vibrational symmetry. The polarization signatures differ from those in spontaneous Raman scattering because the order of field-matter interactions is different. Since pump-probe experiments are sensitive to vibrations on excited electronic states, the polarization anisotropy of vibrational quantum beats can also reflect electronic relaxation processes. Diagrammatic treatments, which expand use of the symmetry of the two-photon tensor to treat signal pathways with vibrational and vibronic coherences, are applied to find the polarization anisotropy of vibrational and vibronic quantum beats in pump-probe experiments for different stages of electronic relaxation in square symmetric molecules. Asymmetric vibrational quantum beats can be distinguished from asymmetric vibronic quantum beats by a pi phase jump near the center of the electronic spectrum and their disappearance in the impulsive limit. Beyond identification of vibrational symmetry, the vibrational quantum beat anisotropy can be used to determine if components of a doubly degenerate electronic state are unrelaxed, dephased, population exchanged, or completely equilibrated.